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Slabs





Part One





11

as my tongue breaks through the rim different 
objects gather a field of meaning the same field  
of meaning or how things matter more   
 writing what I think might be healing this 
participation & this work      to meet & to be  

charming

my own combination 

of insight & awkwardness   toxic approaches 

    makers of objects 

    obsessing about 
this & then 

    suddenly

unsuspecting   

  an impulse    

   some stopping 

I call out for the Subject 



12

this tattered couch 

facing the mantel 

painted a light grey 

the fabric blinds & the TV in the corner 

our heads at either side 

our feet touching in the middle

whirling chance becomes visible  
& then material & then 

heavy 

this ownership of thought a weapon against a sea  
of transparent forms 

& might my body have been there?



13

translucent from the interplay with the ground

neither a place nor an activity

nor a body of work

something seemingly indistinguishable   
until it is in the streets

afield from the origins     
no combination adheres identities 

  to the cramped feeling amidst

     the materials of the object



14

a bundle of mugwort from a friend 

    a stick of sage from an altar 

       a broken crystal from my pocket 

& three tarot cards:  1. for letting go  

   2. for validation  

   3. for reaching towards 



15

directed towards myself I fuck up again & again

& in some way this is affirming

a value system of my emotional state

of the political gain of intuitive practice

that small rituals hold the space & me

I blame the moon for everything  these small 
details of everyday life 

an erasure   

  a catharsis  

       hollowed out language 

stark under the rubbing the stain of it  
on the ridge of my hand 



16

the surrounding possibilities for touch 

a series of hauntings or perhaps  
a systematic haunting

my childhood home was grey 

each brick  the walls   
the tattered couch  the fabric blinds 

warm in my mother’s tongue 

how I mold around her skin 

it is almost that



17

invisible traces the new spaces    
            of retreat        of assemblage 

when this identifier draws a blank reiterates a 
hierarchy engulfs a refusal 

I ask what can I prevent?

but because we have the conversation again  
       being indecisive 

 this willing flatness 

or we stand together simply two bodies in a space 
alongside the other 

we are compatible our compatibility begins apart we 
are incompatible our incompatibility begins together



18

I make a bullet point list marking my response to 
your project  I hand it over to you & wonder 
where the body went why it seemed to disappear 

or escape?

         perhaps we will be closer after     I dig for this

…reading this book it begins with failure

the question does not come to mind      it just sits 
among the muted state until some sounds come 
through the window again to pull on my 
reluctance to allow it to show itself here how 
vulnerable it is to remember how much this 
never changes 

…unspoiled I wait for it to turn



19

there is a sound as the avocados fall from the tree & 
hits the pavement 

I would have heard it if the wind hadn’t been so 
strong 

the rotting avocados roll along the         slopes of the 
parking lot of my apartment on 33rd St. in Oakland

& sometimes I try & go back to the same place 

towards the objects 

towards a field 

towards simpler terms 

towards the limits of gathering 

        I do not see it 
  the field



20

to be invited into these rooms 

     to turn my back to these rooms 

   wanting to run out of these rooms

          to charm these rooms

     to empathize with these rooms

to dig a hole for these rooms



21

facing each other I suggest an orientation  taking 
some & not others       I must ask you to imagine 
this  & where do you find yourself 

I turn back & the reconfiguration settles 

the previous object present in my hands  I don’t 
ever remember using it

my memory fails me the failure  of the whole story

one has occasion to make an imprint  a series 
of crisscrossing or dotted lines  in varying widths 
fully in the pattern of each of its parts 

perhaps that of herbs of trees of leaves of wood of 
rocks of minds of roads & rivers 

the sense of wonder sometimes called the elastic 
skin  possessed by  the Subject which 

is particularly bewildering 

that attempt to discover some way of preserving it or 
instead a per/subversion 

    too changeable 
        to appear

to any large extent            in the earthly hand 





Part Two





25

(the container)

encountering language  or its absence  

in the immediacy I find myself in the container 
internalizing the moment 

through an initial appropriation empowering towards 
a new context   

a fleeting context    imbedded into a trigger 

      in its  
          entrance a container

the border/s    the body / the object   the body object

the objectified body the embodied object

knowing disappears or transforms  
into the intuitive & unacknowledged



26

perhaps in the form of a gesture  

gesturing the tenderness of love 

the plurality of identity   

making art  

entering & losing the initial place of entrance  

how this is simultaneous 

how it ceases to matter



27

(the central images)

& the center of this there is an egg there is one 
there is a body there is a body contained & a shell 
the potential to be lifted & to fall and to be lifted & 
transform substance or consistency there is a body & 
a container the container is empty an egg again or a 
similar shape or weight or fragility  

playing & taking c/over     trial or trying or being tired

mastery mucking all the way down  
taking on a question across 

revolution empire   public space

bodies of work

bodies at work

bodies at stake

& alliances

& alliance

waking up    the unknowability summoned

probing domination dominant thinking  
the same…wayward emotions a sort of fantastic 
absurdity       and then the edges of it merge together 
again-central images



28

1. reinforcement 

2. assassination

3. figure

4. a head 

5. as in pleasure object 

maybe observation     maybe witness     maybe voyeur 

of course like a surrounding like bodies of water 
like landscapes like ascension like ascent like 
dissension like descent like mouth like properly like 
property like machines like intricacies & invention 
like curiosity like mingling and sinking like enemy 
like brilliance like being called like questioning like 
codes like complaints like trial & like trying

“representing geography”  

“where one is where it begins” 

“the way large frames ignite relations”

“relationship trouble”

“falling between the large crevices between us would 
make it better”

“or worse”



29

(the witness)

I see 

things

now

it was as though

some intruder

wanted to enter 

the room in the dark

but it was 

the witness

I was happy

what marks us?

what saves 

us?

& begs 

for more?

to hold her body



30

you know that I know that you know

I glance

an instant

utter a word

I imagine what I give

(I could be wrong)

this is exactly what gentleness is

as a reader I can identify myself in a state    I 
project myself clinging to the image of the book one 
might say 

sucking the tongue

commands the taste  

one is forced to withdrawal

successive touches

reality 

lands delicately

a bit of cosmos

I am restarting & intimacy which I imagine

   



31

I am totally given over to the slightest gesture

myself in part imagined  

where we lean in for the same object

  

this means (I think) where we live     burrowing the 
dream of its own       waking life an entire night itself 
staring up from a small head           & sometimes I 
sing to you our deepest contact entirely something 
but the real offers a complex interpretation (politely 
saying so) some true  some false              & you 
love me while   lying naked brilliantly sleeping  
a word enduring       a system of contradictions   
      

somehow you recognize these movements even 
though I am in mid air & invisible

  asking: what dream? 
             why did you wake me?



32

(the mishap)

adjust how you sit into the torso adjusting alone in 
the skinsack trying not to stray too far making within 
& without within & without making the line making 
the plurality & I have to listen again for the project 
the project in theory & imaginary 

lie on your side     & be accountable 

a book of matches  a book of poetry  

looking & began naming its parts 

an impulse this meditation  to make use of it a fleshy 
thing made of tissue 

& blood    the mishap/e  I often thought  
I could think my way out 

my arms fell shifting from leg to leg the flattened 
impression       making a space for 

a duplicate all of the lights are on if you like 
you can ask me to give you a signal

exposed object one can feel like the same person  
I stopped paying attention and was drawn into 
another exchange

& reach your fingers in between there may be a 
different version  but let us go 

further with that     for the way I see it retracing 
what you have just said 



33

it is like an agreement sharing the experience of the 
trance in the most intimate way 

I have to stand still remaining out here tucked 
knowing each step in the dark says the dark like a 
taste like a time & was there another way? 

when they said “turn my eyes insane” but I read “in 
that hope”          the waiting line 

has gotten shorter growing the same way I am  

I have to pretend I like the customer wearing my 
cunt managing to get into the house a part of my 
identity      the shapes I make as I move through 
& around        recognizing the medium required to 
navigate      to be observed to expose your body for 
permission the room is almost pitch black there was 
no one else in the room 

“with the curtains drawn”

I am the I at the border  
between there & there exceedingly trivial



34

(the field)

warning/warming

pilfering back replacements the transformation 
implicit in the act      improvisational     the selfslab

caressing slabs a certain color or shape   curvefeeling

to have it        to experience it   these existences

scoring the page       persisting here like hymns

 failed or fatal

counting the symmetry

coming to recognize [uncanny] transformation   
 

the enactment of a mark
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dear to me  

a break through

  the requirements of the form       
  disappearance of the rendering

renderingslab

immediacy of/& change

taking place in overlapping appearance

the action of my memory going back & I 

inner weaving rhythm  

tapers & resumes  

it is getting wilder distorts the intention keeps 
opening up a field
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(the confusion)

using that to create movement

using that to create

variations

how & why?

to see it

to view it

a copying of rooms

barely visible steps

barely visible

finding a corner indicating a turn

the light that happens upon opening 
a door

twice

in the dark
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darkness & light

what happens when one bears/bares

& to not be alone in singular intimacy

slow transformation of space & then 
the rising

shape of it as it enters as endless 
escape & this 

in reverse

in the arms the way the body falls

about failure   about witnessing    about loss     
        about touch    about mourning  

holding again

holding again

holding again

the confusion

exposing a breast in death

audible texture in the room
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undressing in the light each step 
inside of it

reentering 

replicating touch 

being held above the ground feeling the ground 
again this in reverse



39

(the scam)

“I like to tell you that I am cumming when I am 
cumming & you say you like it”

“the arc of an abstracted tree sailing away in its 
abstracted ship”

“between this & the forgotten”  

“reiteratively”

“further from the truth”

“or nothingness”

“or natural history”

“or tongues” 

“or inheritance”

“surveillance”



40

“a feedback loop”

“so impulsively / this impulse”  

“passing through bound by this action”

“an obscured endurance”

“being out / being out & about”

“blasted for speaking” 

“for linking arms & saying no”

the time my cousin texted my uncle from across the 
table to ask if I am gay

my aunt read the text & responded with “I don’t 
think she likes labels ”



41

some of the labels I can think of are

queer 

cisgender

white

only child

bastard

Midwestern

catholic & then agnostic & then atheist & then 
witch

middle/upper class upbringing

feminist

ally

English major

poet

Pisces

wifey for lifey 

shop girl

hopeless bottom



42

“mythology or recognition”

“They said ‘that tender ear’ They said it twice”

“giving this care / my care”

“my therapist said this depression is situational”

“one person drawn into making”

“I send a text ‘running late’ ‘I love you’ ‘can we 
reschedule again’ ‘I’m sorry’ ‘it will be ok’”

“a massive spectacle”

“at various times” 

“holding a book”

“ take on new images”

“continuously changing”

“the sacrifice of the individual for the whole the 
murder of the individuals”



43

“the concrete in winter”

“for the audience a strong message”

“an old folk tale”

“lovers” 

“the split” 

“representing a great sadness”

“context comes in changing little segments” 

“the latest saga”

 



44

“the scam” 

“I got to stay”

“capturing/rendering”

“don’t take it too far”

“it is called that because of historical 'proof'” 

“opening the windows letting the fresh air in”

“I could care less”

“stepping into that world my world follows”



45

(the world)

she said “the sky is bigger in Texas don’t you agree?” 
& so I looked up & I agreed

this moment reminding me of a time when I sat at 
the edge of a beach on Lake Michigan at midnight 
unable to see where the sky & the water meet with 
the milky way dusty & overhead the big dipper so 
close it took over my place on this earth

this moment reminding me of the mnemonic 
acronym HOMES in reference to Michigan’s 
surrounding lakes Lake Huron Lake Ontario Lake 
Michigan Lake Erie Lake Superior 

& this moment reminding me of  the summer of 
“Club HOMES” when we went to Port Huron for the 
water two weekends in a row deciding that we had 
started a club & we took our tops off & waded in the 
water & put our tops back on & sang David Bowie on 
the drive home & then the club disbanded

& this moment reminding me that my hand is a map 
of where I used to live for all those years

“the protagonist’s understanding”

“my generic boundaries part of my general self”



46

“how to find myself in & out of them”

“we are getting out of here”

“I’m staying right where I am”

“because we must deal with the unknown”

“this double memory” 

I like to pull a tarot card everyday but sometimes I 
don’t & so I pull 2 or 3 to make up for missed days

King of Swords the reflection of air

Six of Wands there is a feeling about to reveal itself

The World I know you inside the bounds

Justice the curtain is purple & the cloak red

Five of Pentacles the destitute earth

Wheel of Fortune  I am not the compass

& then The World again 

I lean into her field without smiling we stick together 
her warm & milky slab rising & damp a body grows 
absorbing the sunlight this tiny voice a present desire



47

she says “lay back & relax” as she strokes the land

what do I need to know to do this?

“indulge”

“self-direct”

“be accountable”

“reach & point”

“say thank you”

“be practical”

“expose myself”

“go berserk”

it is not easy   back to the source/force    I articulate 
probing the resistant mind

the individual obsessed  the dust begins to gather 
thickening in the throat



48

in case of a disaster we will all meet in the parking 
lot of the Giant Burger at 22nd & Telegraph

& we all stood around pouring water  
into each other’s eyes



49

(the hook)

until we give until we give up until we demand until 
it seems it seems to me it must be love we could get 
down to work  we could argue we have grown 
exaggerated bound & repeating …what a day    what 
we keep      ties & hates     a not totally imaginary  
de/ascent so much endless   “letting it go”   it is all 
right & it is difficult        

it was unusual we knew it   everybody knew it & again    
like boredom  

again letting me off the hook 

…let us resume     there is some sort of question    
I long after something  



50

(the geraniums) 

a friend coos “I wasn’t sure what your repetition was 
doing in these poems until right now” 

time with only/if only or my or my or my words go 
away a beautiful fucking lightning in my cock the 
one I wear with Betty Page pinstripes & bows the 
way in which I am seen in part the non-consensual 
act of this is troubling  I think it is the container that 
interests me or maybe to say the borders the space 
of play the risk involved because of attachments 

they announced their approval of my presence as 
I sat not having said one word upon our extended 
meeting I finally spoke “I like taking up space” 
I meant this about the shape of my body not my 
whiteness or institutional learning or the myriad of 
privilege markers exposed & hidden 

they laughed & looked at someone else instead of me 
touching their arm to say, “I like her” now we stand 
in a room side by side silently & They leave without 
saying goodbye

in the box poems       my body / a body doing slightly 
different things submerged in what is not ordinary  
& to read from the other side 



51

why did you ask? 

& if I object to this site of undoing? 

“a text out of place”

“little pieces of paper making shapes”

“geraniums in a window” 

“little strange narratives”

“a stand in”

“a piece or two”

“now realizing”

“between knees”

“a salute”

“lining up”

“glowing”
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“a necessitation”

“numerous”

“nothing suitable to wear”

“the door frame”

“outside to check”

“ a small photo”

“arbitrary tales”

“it’s so sad”

“Es Ess Ess ddaaaaha this is what I heard”

“had been a dream”

“Eche Eche Eche Eche this is what I heard”



53

many incarnations of it used as a prison  this continues   
country dead night slashing & silent the world reached 
in this dream        surreal in its animation as everything 
suspends 5-10ft from the ground wherever it/they are 
mid-gesture & everything is elevated for this moment 
until the spell thins the air so that it can not hold 
anything at all descending towards 

the beached floating as to relive this moment

“but the nuances of this arbitrary space I hold”

“what then”

“in so many words”

“in another language”

“please help me in welcoming”

“this is better than those times”

“that’s shitty”
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“don’t stop”

“stop”

“that’s not funny”

continually settling across our legs rushing to put our 
weight on one another

I love her as I fill her with meanings I’ll get it 
eventually      maybe  

she fills me up like I am a real person she tells 
me in bed that she loves me because I am a BIG 
weirdo often while cupping my crotch with her hand 
because it’s our ritual having asked as usual if she 
can cup it because it’s our ritual and I open my legs 
to let her cup it 

you measure my weirdness in a syllable

I ask you to climb on top of me & to hold on I say 
“I’m taking you through the portal”

please love me    BIG silence BIG toe BIG dip BIG 
deal BIG end BIG head BIG slice 



55

the footsteps of nervous energy foils my own 
embarrassment 

guilt’s expression       the mention of that desire   
obscene/sincere

a list of un/holy things

“so I do invent nothing”
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EXCERPT FROM THE EASY BODY 
BY TATIANA LUBOVISKI-ACOSTA

Wreck your body fully and remind it of me.

Today’s a day of shrouded dicks and hills:
gore-spitting donuts at midnight.

Every chest a cradle, every wound a liability. I hate you 
all I hate this place.

Sure somewhere in this body
there’s a memory of the

bite of the waves,
the fall from the helicopter,

or that last breath of plastic bag.

Are you ready for life lived on your belly.
Have you seen your name tagged on a wall yet.

Which side will I be on, everyone is asking me with 
their eyes.

Which ever side gets put behind a fence.



My mother, the short tone of a light golden bell.
I am polluted. Waking up from another dream

of a writhing torso,
of only smooth, rounded belly and thighs
being shown to me. It looked familiar in its reactions:

its wet open cunt, the person displaying it to me handed 
me their pistol.

I knew what to do, remembering the day in the wild fields

by the freeway and the river
that I’d stroked my own cock to an absurd length, it  

coming and

turning into a pillar of blood in my hand. I woke up in a box

on my grandmother’s patio, the sun seeping through the 
weave.

Fisting myself as they discovered me.

Bodies that are borders, hiding.
Never have I ever

possessed the pleasures
of having the easy body.

Hair and skin changing tones in the seasons,
gender changing with the tides and how close the moon is.



Somehow the authorities were under
the impression that I was good with children

or,

possessed the knowledge that I’d at least worked with them.
A misguided drawbridge of solidarity,

a failed attempt to reach a mother of a body like mine
in a night of sirens and broken windows

had lead them to me.

I longed for the hissing
that my family passed to me:

“do you not understand that to be a freak is to die that 
assimilation is life do you not know what happened 
to Norma she was a freak and she disappeared your 

mother painted her name on a wall and
we had to send her away—

“let the dictatorship answer
let the state answer

are you listening to me—

“girls who don’t listen end up on
the sides of the road and you, you

invite this upon yourself—

“es porque a ti te gusta la mala vida, ¿no?”



I am a child of the death of the revolution. Weapons

are now covered in cement.
I am not a mother

who stood up in tenderness & heroism,
caressing the delicate skin of my children with one hand,

& the other hand ready on my gun.

I am a mother

who saw a rocket hit my daughter’s shoulder,
who saw her heart and intestines, and
       saw her in pieces,

destroyed.

I am a woman

who tried to put her daughter back together again,
who tried to put her little arm back in place,

and hold everything inside of her.

A woman

who let capitalism tell her that

she couldn’t protect her child, to not even bother trying—



—I stood up, and looked behind me. Didn’t
turn into a pillar of salt. Think of it as a mass of cells,

think of it as tissue. Think of it as your own blood.
Turned into a soft, melting hell and

lost my slight, brief beauty very quickly.
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